
Food advertising on children

This review was commissioned by the Food Standards Agency to examine the current research evidence on:

• the extent and nature of  food promotion to children

• the effect, if  any, that this promotion has on their food knowledge, preferences and behaviour.

A.  Children’s food promotion is dominated by television advertising, and the great majority of  this promotes 

the so-called ‘Big Four’ of  pre-sugared breakfast cereals, soft drinks, confectionery and savoury snacks. In the

last ten years advertising for fast food, outlets have rapidly increased. There is some evidence that the

dominance of  television has recently begun to wane. The importance of  strong, global branding reinforces a

need for multi-faceted communications combining television with merchandising, ‘tie-ins’ and point of  sale

activity. The advertised diet contrasts sharply with that recommended by public health advisors, and themes

of  fun and fantasy or taste, rather than health and nutrition, are used to promote it to children. Meanwhile,

the recommended diet gets little promotional support.

B.  There is plenty of  evidence that children notice and enjoy food promotion. However, establishing whether 

this actually influences them is a complex problem. The review tackled it by looking at studies that had 

examined possible effects on what children know about food, their food preferences, their actual food 

behaviour (both buying and eating), and their health outcomes (eg. Obesity or cholesterol levels). The majority 

of  studies examined food advertising, but a few examined other forms of  food promotion. In terms of  

nutritional knowledge, food advertising seems to have little influence on children’s general perceptions of  what



constitutes a healthy diet, but, in certain contexts, it does have an effect on more specific types of  nutritional 

knowledge. For example, seeing soft drink and cereal adverts reduced primary aged children’s ability to 

determine correctly whether or not certain products contained real fruit.

C.  The review also found evidence that food promotion influences children’s food preferences and purchase 

behaviour. A study of  primary school children, for instance, found that exposure to advertising influenced 

which foods they claimed to like; and another showed that labelling and signage on a vending machine had an 

effect on what was bought by secondary school pupils. A number of  studies have also shown that food 

advertising can influence what children eat. One, for example, showed that advertising influenced a primary 

class’s choice of  daily snack at playtime.

D.  The next step, of  trying to establish whether or not a link exists between food promotion and diet or 

obesity, is extremely difficult as it requires research to be done in real-world settings. A number of  studies 

have attempted this by using the amount of  television viewing as a proxy for exposure to television 

advertising. They have established a clear link between television viewing and diet, obesity, and cholesterol 

levels. It is impossible to say, however, whether this effect is caused by the advertising, the sedentary nature of  

television viewing or snacking that might take place whilst viewing. One study resolved this problem by taking 

a detailed diary of  children’s viewing habits. This showed that the more food adverts they saw, the more snacks 

and calories they consumed.

E.  Thus the literature does suggest food promotion is influencing children’s diet in a number of  ways. This 

does not amount to proof; as noted above with this kind of  research, incontrovertible proof  simply isn’t 

attainable. Nor do all studies point to this conclusion; several have not found an effect. In addition, very few



studies have attempted to measure how strong these effects are relative to other factors influencing children’s 

food choices. Nonetheless, many studies have found clear effects and they have used sophisticated 

methodologies that make it possible to determine that i) these effects are not just due to chance; ii) they are 

independent of  other factors that influence diets, such as parents’ eating habits or attitudes; and iii) they occur 

at a brand and category level. 

F.  Furthermore, two factors suggest that these findings actually downplay the effect that food promotion has 

on children. First, the literature focuses principally on television advertising; the cumulative effect of  this 

combined with other forms of  promotion and marketing is likely to be significantly greater. Second, the 

studies have looked at the direct effects of  individual children, and understate indirect influences. For 

example, promotion for fast food outlets may not only influence the child but also encourage parents to take 

them for meals and reinforce the idea that this is normal and desirable behaviour.

G.  This does not amount to proof  of  an effect, but in our view does provide sufficient evidence to conclude 

that an effect exists. The debate should now shift to what action is needed, and specifically to how the power 

of  commercial marketing can be used to bring about improvements in young people’s eating.

Questions 1-7

Reading Passage 1 has seven paragraphs, A-G.

Choose the most suitable heading for paragraphs A-G from the list of  headings below.

Write the appropriate number, i-x, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet.



List of  Headings

i General points of  agreements and disagreements of  researchers

ii          How much children really know about food

iii         Need to take action

iv         Advertising effects of  the “Big Four”

v          Connection of  advertising and children’s weight problems

vi         Evidence that advertising affects what children buy to eat

vii        How parents influence children’s eating habits

viii       Advertising’s focus on unhealthy options

ix         Children often buy what they want

x          Underestimating the effects advertising has on children

1.  Paragraph A

2.  Paragraph B

3.  Paragraph C

4.  Paragraph D

5.  Paragraph E

6.  Paragraph F

7.  Paragraph G

Questions 8-13

Do the following statements agree with the views of  the writer in Reading Passage 1?



YES                      If  the statement agrees with the views of  the writer

NO                    t If  the statement contradicts with the views of  the writer

NOT GIVEN   . If  it is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

8.  There is little difference between the healthy diet recommended by advisors and diet prompted in food

advertisements.

9.  TV advertising has successfully taught children nutritional knowledge about vitamins and others.

10.  It is hard to decide which aspect accompanied by TV viewing has caused weight problems or other

detrimental effects on children.

11.  The preference of  food for children is affected by their age and gender.

12.  The investigation primarily for food promotion on TV advertising tend to be partial and incomplete

13.  Wealthy parents tend to buy more “sensible food” for their children.



Finding Our Way

A.  “Drive 200 yards, and then turn right,” says the car’s computer voice. You relax in the driver’s seat, follow 

the directions and reach your destination without error. It’s certainly nice to have the Global Positioning 

System (GPS) to direct you to within a few yards of  your goal. Yet if  the satellite service’s digital maps 

become even slightly outdated, you can become lost. Then you have to rely on the ancient human skill of  

navigating in three-dimensional space. Luckily, your biological finder has an important advantage over GPS: it 

does not go awry if  only one part of  the guidance system goes wrong, because it works in various ways. You 

can ask questions of  people on the sidewalk. Or follow a street that looks familiar. Or rely on a navigational 

rubric: “If  I keep the East River on my left, I will eventually cross 34th Street.” The human positioning system 

is flexible and capable of  learning. Anyone who knows the way from point A to point B – and from A to C – can 

probably figure out how to get from B to C, too.

B. But how does this complex cognitive system really work? Researchers are looking at several strategies 

people use to orient themselves in space: guidance, path integration and route following. We may use all three 

or combinations thereof. And as experts learn more about these navigational skills, they are making the case 

that our abilities may underlie our powers of  memory and logical thinking. Grand Central, Please Imagine that 

you have arrived in a place you have never visited – New York City. You get off  the train at Grand Central 

Terminal in midtown Manhattan. You have a few hours to explore before you must return for your ride home. 

You head uptown to see popular spots you have been told about: Rockefeller Center, Central Park, the 

Metropolitan Museum of  Art. You meander in and out of  shops along the way. Suddenly, it is time to get back 

to the station. But how?



C.  If  you ask passersby for help, most likely you will receive information in many different forms. A person 

who orients herself  by a prominent landmark would gesture southward: “Look down there. See the tall, broad 

MetLife Building? Head for that – the station is right below it.” Neurologists call this navigational approach 

“guidance,” meaning that landmark visible from a distance serves as the marker for one’s destination.

D.  Another city dweller might say: “What places do you remember passing? … Okay. Go toward the end of  

Central Park, then walk down to St. Patrick’s Cathedral. A few more blocks and Grand Central will be off  to 

your left.” In this case, you are pointed toward the most recent place you recall, and you aim for it. Once there 

you head for the next notable place and so on, retracing your path. Your brain is adding together the individual 

legs of  your trek into a cumulative progress report. Researchers call this strategy “path integration.” Many 

animals rely primarily on path integration to get around, including insects, spiders, crabs and rodents. The 

desert ants of  the genus Cataglyphis employ this method to return from foraging as far as 100 yards away. 

They note the general direction they came from and retrace their steps, using the polarization of  sunlight to 

orient themselves even under overcast skies. On their way back they are faithful to this inner homing vector. 

Even when a scientist picks up an ant and puts it in a totally different spot, the insect stubbornly proceeds in 

the originally determined direction until it has gone “back” all of  the distance it wandered from its nest. Only 

then does the ant realize it has not succeeded, and it begins to walk in successively larger loops to find its way 

home.

E.  Whether it is trying to get back to the anthill or the train station, any animal using path integration must 

keep track of  its own movements so it knows, while returning, which segments it has already completed. As 

you move, your brain gathers data from your environment – sights, sounds, smells, lighting, muscle 

contractions, a sense of   time passing – to determine which way your body has gone. The church spire, the



sizzling sausages on that vendor’s grill, the open courtyard, and the train station – all represent snapshots of  

memorable junctures during your journey.

F.  In addition to guidance and path integration, we use a third method for finding our way. An office worker 

you approach for help on a Manhattan street corner might say: “Walk straight down Fifth, turn left on 47th, 

turn right on Park, go through the walkway under the Helmsley Building, then cross the street to the MetLife 

Building into Grand Central.” This strategy, called route following, uses landmarks such as buildings and 

street names, plus directions – straight, turn, go through – for reaching intermediate points. Route following is 

more precise than guidance or path integration, but if  you forget the details and take a wrong turn, the only 

way to recover is to backtrack until you reach a familiar spot, because you do not know the general direction or 

have a reference landmark for your goal. The route-following navigation strategy truly challenges the brain. 

We have to keep all the landmark and intermediate directions in our head. It is the most detailed and therefore 

most reliable method, but it can be undone by routine memory lapses. With path integration, our cognitive 

memory is less burdened; it has to deal with only a few general instructions and the homing vector. Path 

integration works because it relies most fundamentally on our knowledge of  our body’s general direction of  

movement, and we always have access to these inputs. Nevertheless, people often choose to give route-

following directions, in part because saying “Go straight that way!” just does not work in our complex, man-

made surroundings.

G. Road Map or Metaphor? On your next visit to Manhattan, you will rely on your memory to get around. 

Most likely you will use guidance, path integration and route following in various combinations. But how 

exactly do these constructs deliver concrete direction? Do we humans have, as an image of  the real world, a 

kind of  road map in our heads – with symbols for cities, train stations and churches; thick lines for highways; 



narrow lines for local streets? Neurobiologists and cognitive psychologists do call the portion of  our memory 

that controls navigation a “cognitive map.” The map metaphor is obviously seductive: maps are the easiest way 

to present geographic information for convenient visual inspection. In many cultures, maps were developed 

before writing, and today they are used in almost every society. It is even possible that maps derive from a 

universal way in which our spatial-memory networks are wired. 

H.  Yet the notion of  a literal map in our heads may be misleading; a growing body of  research implies that the 

cognitive map is mostly a metaphor. It may be more like a hierarchical structure of  relationships. To get back 

to Grand Central, you first envision the large scale – that is, you visualize the general direction of  the station. 

Within that system, you then imagine the route to the last place you remember. After that, you observe your 

nearby surroundings to pick out a recognizable storefront or street corner that will send you toward that place. 

In this hierarchical, or nested, scheme, positions and distances are relative, in contrast with a road map, where 

the same information is shown in a geometrically precise scale.

Questions 14-18

Use the information in the passage to match the category of  each navigation method the correct statement.

Write the correct letters A-C in boxes 14-18 on your answer sheet.

NB You may use any letter more than once

A Guidance

B Path integration

C Route following



14.  Using basic direction from starting point and light intensity to move on.

15.  Using a combination of  place and direction heading for the destination.

16.  Using an iconic building near your destination as orientation.

17.  Using a retrace method from a known place if  a mistake happens.

18.  Using a passing spot as reference for a new integration.

Questions 19-21

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D.

19.  What does the ant of Cataglyphis respond if  it has been taken to another location according to the 

passage?

A Changes the orientation sensors improving

B Releases biological scent for help from others

C Continues to move by the original orientation

D Totally gets lost once disturbed

20.  Which of  the followings is true about “cognitive map” in this passage?

A There is no obvious difference contrast by real map

B It exists in our head and is always correct

C It only exists under some cultures

D It was managed by brain memory

21.  Which of  the following description of  way findings correctly reflects the function of  the cognitive map?



A It visualizes a virtual route in a large scope

B It reproduces an exact detail of  every landmark

C Observation plays a more important role

D Store or supermarket is a must in the map

Questions 22-26

Do the following statements agree with the information given in Reading Passage 2?

In boxes 22-26 on your answer sheet write

TRUE If  the statement is true

FALSE If  the statement is false

NOT GIVEN If  the information is not given in the passage

22.  Biological navigation has a state of  flexibility.

23.  You will always receive a good reaction when you ask direction.

24.  When someone follows a route, he or she collects comprehensive perceptional information in mind on the 

way.

25.  Path integration requires more thought from brain compared with route-following.

26.  In a familiar surrounding, an exact map of  where you are will automatically emerge in your head.



Decision, Decision!

Research explores when we can make a vital decision quickly and we need to proceed more deliberately

A. A widely recognised legend tells us that in Gordium (in what is now Turkey) in the fourth century BC an 

oxcart was roped to a pole with a complex knot. It was said that the first person to untie it would become the 

king of  Asia. Unfortunately, the knot proved impossible to untie. The story continues that when confronted 

with this problem, rather than deliberating on how to untie the Gordian knot. Alexander, the famous ruler of  

the Greeks in the ancient world, simply took out his sword and cut it in two – then went on to conquer Asia. 

Ever since the notion of  a ‘Gordian solution’ has referred to the attractiveness of  a simple answer to an 

otherwise intractable problem.

B. Among researchers in the psychology of  decision making, however, such solutions have traditionally held 

little appeal. In particular, the ‘conflict model’ of  decision making proposed by psychologists Irving Janis and 

Leon Mann in their 1977 book, Decision Making, argued that a complex decision-making process is essential 

for guarding individuals and groups from the peril of  ‘group-think’. Decisions made without thorough 

canvassing, surveying, weighing, examining and reexamining relevant information and options would be 

suboptimal and often disastrous. One foreign affair decision made by a well-known US political leader in the 

1960s is typically held us as an example of  the perils of  inadequate thought, whereas his successful handling 

of  a water crisis is cited as an example of  the advantages of  careful deliberation. However, examination of  

these historical events by Peter Suedfield, a psychologist at the University of  British Columbia, and Roderick 

Kramer, a psychologist at the Stanford Graduate School of  Business, found little difference in the two



decision-making processes; both crises required and received complex consideration by the political 

administration, but later only the second one was deemed to be the effective. 

C.  In general, however, organizational and political science offers little evidence that complex decisions fare 

better than simpler ones. In fact, a growing body of  work suggests that in many situations simply ‘snap’ 

decisions with being routinely superior to more complex ones – an idea that gained widespread public appeal 

with Malcolm Gladwell’s best-selling book Blink (2005).

D.  An article by Ap Dijksterhuis of  the University of  Amsterdam and his colleagues, Making the Right 

Choice: the Deliberation-without-attention Effect’, runs very much in the spirit of  Gladwell’s influential text. 

Its core argument is that to be effective, conscious (deliberative) decision making requires cognitive resources. 

Because increasingly complex decisions place increasing strain on those resources, the quality of  our decisions 

declines as their complexity increases. In short, complex decisions overrun our cognitive powers. On the other 

hand, unconscious decision making (what the author refer to as ‘deliberation without attention’) requires no 

cognitive resources, so task complexity does not Effectiveness. The seemingly counterintuitive conclusion is 

that although conscious thought enhances simple decisions, the opposite holds true for more complex 

decisions.

E.  Dijksterhuis reports four Simple but elegant studies supporting this argument. In one, participants assessed 

the quality of  four hypothetical cars by considering either four attributes (a simple task) or 12 attributes (a 

complex task). Among participants who considered four attributes, those who were allowed to engage in 

undistracted deliberative thought did better at discriminating between the best and worst cars. Those who 

were distracted and thus unable to deliberate had to rely on their unconscious thinking and did less well. The



opposite pattern emerged when people considered 12 criteria. In this case, conscious deliberation led to 

inferior discrimination and poor decisions. 

F.  In other studies, Dijksterhuis surveyed people shopping for clothes (‘simple’ products) and furniture 

(‘complex’ products). Compared with those who said they had deliberated long and hard, shoppers who bought 

with little conscious deliberation felt less happy with their simple clothing purchase but happier with the 

complex furniture purchases. Deliberation without attention actually produced better results as the decisions 

became more complex.

G. From there, however, the researchers take a big leap. They write: There is no reason to assume that the 

deliberation-without-attention effect does not generalize to other types of  choices – political, managerial or 

otherwise. In such cases, it should benefit the individual to think consciously about simple matters and to 

delegate thinking about more complicated matters to the unconscious.

H. This radical inference contradicts standard political and managerial theory but doubtless comforts those in 

politics and management who always find the simple solution to the complex problem an attractive 

proposition. Indeed, one suspects many of  our political leaders already embrace this wisdom.

I. Still, it is there, in the realms of  society and its governance, that the more problematic implications of  

deliberation without attention begin to surface. Variables that can be neatly circumscribed in decisions about 

shopping lose clarity in a world of  group dynamics, social interaction, history and politics. Two pertinent 

questions arise. First, what counts as a complex decision? And second, what counts as a good outcome?



J.  As social psychologist Kurt Lewin (1890 – 1947) noted, a ‘good’ decision that nobody respects is actually 

bad, his classic studies of  decision making showed that participating in deliberative processes makes people 

more likely to abide by the results. The issue here is that when political decision-makers make mistakes, it is 

their politics, or the relationship between their politics and our own, rather than psychology which is at fault.

K. Gladwell’s book and Dijksterhuis’s paper are invaluable in pointing out the limitations of  the conventional 

wisdom that decision quality rises with decision-making complexity. But this work still tempts us to believe 

that decision making is simply a matter of  psychology, rather than also a question of  politics, ideology and 

group membership. Avoiding social considerations in a search for general appeal rather than toward it.

Questions 27-31

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D.

Write your answers in boxes 27-31 on your answer sheet.

27.  The legend of  the Gordian knot is used to illustrate the idea that

A anyone can solve a difficult problem

B difficult problems can have easy solutions

C the solution to any problem requires a lot of  thought

D people who can solve complex problems make good leaders

28.  The ‘conflict model’ of  decision making proposed by Janis and Mann requires that

A opposing political parties be involved

B all-important facts be considered



C people be encouraged to have different ideas

D previous similar situations be thoroughly examined

29.  According to recent thinking reinforced by Malcolm Gladwell, the best decisions

A involve consultation

B involve complex thought

C are made very quickly

D are the most attractive option

30.  Dijksterhuis and his colleagues claim in their article that

A our cognitive resources improve as tasks become more complex

B conscious decision making is negatively affected by task complexity

C unconscious decision making is a popular approach

D deliberation without attention defines the way we make decisions

31.  Dijksterhuis’s car study found that, in simple tasks, participants

A were involved in lengthy discussions

B found it impossible to make decisions quickly

C were unable to differentiate between the options

D could make a better choice when allowed to concentrate

Questions 32-35

Complete the summary using the list of  words A-I below.



Write the correct letter, A-I, in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet.

Dijksterhuis’s shopping study and its conclusions

Using clothing and furniture as examples of  different types of  purchases, Dijksterhuis questioned shoppers on 

their satisfaction with what they had bought. People who spent 32………………………….. time buying simple 

clothing items were more satisfied than those who had not. However, when buying furniture, shoppers 

made 33………………………….. purchasing decisions if  they didn’t think too hard. From this, the researchers 

concluded that in other choices, perhaps more important than shopping. 34………………………… decisions 

are best made by the unconscious. The writer comments that Dijksterhuis’s finding is 

apparently 35………………………… but nonetheless true.

A more

B counterintuitive

C simple

D better

E conscious

F obvious

G complex

H less

I worse



Questions 36-40

Do the following statements agree with the views of  the writer in Reading Passage 3?

In boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet, write

YES If  the statement agrees with the views of  the writer

NO t If  the statement contradicts the views of  the writer

NOT GIVEN If  it is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

36.  Dijksterhuis’s findings agree with existing political and management theories.

37.  Some political leaders seem to use deliberation without attention when making complex decisions.

38.  All political decisions are complex ones.

39.  We judge political errors according to our own political beliefs.

40.  Social considerations must be taken into account for any examination of  decision making to prove useful.


